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Abstract

Background
Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a widespread respiratory pathogen, and RSV-related acute lower respiratory tract infections are the most common cause of respiratory hospitalisation in children under two. Over the last two decades, a number of severity scores have been proposed to quantify disease severity for RSV in children yet there remains no overall consensus on the most clinically useful score.

Methods
We conducted a systematic review of English-language publications in peer-reviewed journals published since January 2000 assessing the validity of severity scores for children (≤24 months) with RSV and/or bronchiolitis, and identified the most promising scores. For included articles, (i) validity data were extracted, (ii) quality of reporting assessed using the Transparent Reporting of a multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or Diagnosis checklist, and (iii) quality assessed using the Prediction model study Risk Of Bias Assessment Tool. To guide the assessment of the validity data, standardised cut-offs were employed, and an explicit definition of what we required to determine a score was sufficiently validated.

Results
Our searches identified 8,541 results, of which 1,779 were excluded as duplicates. After title and abstract screening, 6,670 references were excluded. Following full-text screening & snowballing 32 articles, including 31 scores, were included. The most frequently assessed scores were the modified Tal score and Wang Bronchiolitis Severity Score; none of the scores were found to be sufficiently validated according to our definition. The reporting and/or design of all the included studies was poor. The best validated score was the BROSJOD score, and a number of other promising scores were identified.

Conclusions
No scores were found to be sufficiently validated. Further work is warranted to validate the existing scores, ideally in much larger datasets.
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Respiratory syncytial virus or RSV causes mild, 'cold-like' symptoms in older children and adults. In young children, RSV is a common cause of lung infections like pneumonia and bronchiolitis. Scientists do not agree on the best way to define infant RSV severity. There are different methods for healthcare providers to assign RSV severity scores and scientists use mathematical techniques to evaluate a score's validity, to see how well it works.

We reviewed scientific articles for RSV or bronchiolitis severity scores for children under two years old. We looked at databases of scientific articles to find articles on this topic written in English and published from 1 January 2000 to 15 August 2023. We removed duplicates, then two people reviewed each article against the same list of criteria, to decide if we should include it. We then used standard checklists to determine the article’s quality, and recorded the article’s validity data.

Our searches found 8,541 results, of which 1,779 were duplicates and 6,670 were excluded; 32 articles were included with information on 31 severity scores. We did not find any fully validated RSV severity score for infants under two years old. The BROSJOD score had the best validity, and there were other promising scores.
Introduction

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a common respiratory infection; it is estimated that by the age of two years most children will have experienced at least one RSV infection [1]. While the vast majority of RSV infections in infants are self-limiting and non-serious, presenting only with generic symptoms of a mild upper respiratory tract infection (e.g. cough, runny nose), a fraction of infants, will develop an acute lower respiratory tract infection, most commonly presenting as bronchiolitis or less commonly as pneumonia. We previously estimated that in 2019, there were 33.0 million cases of RSV-related acute lower respiratory tract infections in children younger than 5, which resulted in 3.6 million hospital admissions, and 101,400 RSV-attributable overall deaths [2]. As such, RSV-related acute lower respiratory tract infections are the most common cause of respiratory hospitalisations in children aged below 5 years. Notably the vast majority of RSV-related acute lower respiratory tract infections occur in low-income countries.

Over the last two decades, a number of different scoring systems have been proposed to quantify disease severity of RSV in children to aide in clinical decision-making, and serve as outcome measure/clinical endpoint for clinical trials of vaccines and therapeutics. There are many ways to assess the usefulness of these scores; this primarily consists of assessing their validity (face, discriminative, construct, criterion), reliability, responsiveness and utility [3-4]. A major review of severity scores, published more than a decade ago but still oft-cited, found all of the paediatric dyspnoea scores to be insufficiently evaluated across all domains [3]. The literature base was re-examined in a systematic review & meta-analysis published in 2017, a review published in 2018 and most recently in a rapid review published in 2020 specifically looking to identify scores for resource-limited settings [5-7]. All of these similarly found the severity scores to have been insufficiently validated.

This lack of a validated severity score is significantly impacting on clinical trials; a 2015 meeting of key academic, commercial & regulatory stakeholders in RSV vaccine development identified the lack of “clinically meaningful and reproducible indicators” as the biggest challenge to RSV vaccine development [8]. The lack of consensus was similarly expressed in a recent review of RSV vaccines [9].

Given that it has been almost three years since the last review was conducted, we sought to re-examine the literature base to identify and report on efforts to validate clinical severity scores for use in children (≤24 months) with RSV and/or bronchiolitis, and synthesise the data to report on the criterion-concurrent and construct validity of the identified severity scores, as well as the included parameters of these scores. Based on this, we identified the most promising scores.
Methods

Three online medical literature databases, MEDLINE, Embase and Global Health, were searched using the Ovid platform in June 2022 for English-language publications published in peer-reviewed journals since January 2000 on the validity of severity scores for children with RSV or bronchiolitis. The search strategies for each database can be found in Annex 1; they were adapted from a recent systematic review on biomarkers for disease severity in RSV [10].

A severity score was defined as a tool used to quantify disease severity over the course of the illness; as such single-purpose models, such as models designed to only predict hospital admission, were excluded.

Covidence was used to identify and automatically exclude duplicates [11]. After removing duplicates, we screened the titles and abstracts of the articles for relevance using pre-defined inclusion/exclusion criteria (see Table 1). The inclusion/exclusion criteria were similarly adapted from the aforementioned biomarkers review [10].

For the remaining included papers, their full-text was acquired, and subsequently screened for relevance. The reference lists of papers identified for inclusion, as well as 3 previous reviews, were examined to identify additional relevant references (i.e., snowballing) [3,6,7].

Data from the included studies were extracted into a standardised spreadsheet [12]. The World Bank’s income level classification scheme was used to categorise the economies of the countries [13]. Data were simultaneously separately collected on the parameters included in each score (e.g., presence of fever). Additionally, score names were standardised.

Given the widely observed poor quality of publications reporting prediction models, as well as specifically for severity scores for RSV, we employed the Transparent Reporting of a multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or Diagnosis checklist (TRIPOD), a 23-item checklist to quantify the quality of reporting [5, 14-16]. The related Prediction model Risk Of Bias Assessment Tool (PROBAST) was also employed to assess the risk of bias of included studies [14, 17]. For the included studies, the TRIPOD and PROBAST checklists were both assessed.

Each of the above mentioned steps were conducted independently by two reviewers (EP & ZS); any uncertainty was resolved through consultation with a senior researcher (HN). We updated the searches up to 15 August, 2023.
Given the heterogeneous nature of the included studies and the small amount of data on each severity score, only a narrative synthesis was made and a meta-analysis was not conducted. The review was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42022343781).

Quality assessment of validity of identified scores

Using the data extracted from the included studies, we assessed each of the identified scores for their face, construct (discriminative & convergent) and criterion-concurrent validity. We found, similarly to the 2014 review, a wide range of different uses of these terms and so have explicitly specified how we categorised and assessed the validity data (see Supplementary Table 1) [3].

To guide our assessment, the same cut-offs as proposed by Hakizimana et al in their rapid review were used [7]. For area under the receiver-operator characteristic curve (AUROC), a score of <0.5 was classified as poor, 0.5-0.7 low, 0.7-0.9 moderate & >0.9 high, and for Spearman’s correlation coefficient we took 0–0.19 as very weak, 0.2–0.39 weak, 0.4–0.59 moderate, 0.6–0.79 strong, and 0.8–1 as a very strong correlation. As Hakizimana et al didn’t specify cut-offs for Pearson's correlation coefficient; we used <0.1 as negligible, 0.1–0.4 weak, 0.4–0.7 moderate, 0.7–0.9 as strong & >0.9 as very strong. For other measures we made a subjective assessment informed by the above cut-offs.

We considered a p-value ≤0.01 as constituting statistical significance.

We considered a score to be sufficiently validated if at least two external validation studies with a low risk of bias rating (as assessed by PROBAST) had assessed the criterion-concurrent, convergent and/or discriminative validity for at least two separate outcomes each, and that performed at least moderately for each outcome. To identify promising scores (i.e. scores that are currently insufficiently validated), we made a subjective assessment based on the scores that were deemed that most likely could be sufficiently validated.
Results

Descriptive statistics

Initial searches produced 7,391 results (see Figure 1) of which 59 articles were identified for full-text screening after title and abstract screening. Of these, 24 were included. Our updated search yielded 1,150 results of which 30 articles were identified for full-text screening after title and abstract screening. Of these, 6 were included. Two additional relevant articles were identified through snowballing. As such, overall 32 articles were included, comprising 31 unique scores (see Supplementary Table 2) [18-49]. The vast majority of the included studies used a prospective design (n=27), most commonly a cohort study (n=22) and the remaining 5 studies used either a purely retrospective design (n=4) or combination of retrospective and prospective design (n=1).

Four studies developed a new score, of which one included external validation in the same publication; the remaining 28 studies validated existing scores. Eight studies were multi-centre studies. Twenty-five studies used data collected in secondary care, including three studies which also made use of data from the community; the remaining six studies used data collected in tertiary care, including one which also made use of data from the community.

The most frequently used scores were the modified Tal (mTal) score and Wang Bronchiolitis Severity Score (WBSS) each of which was used in five studies. Four studies used Bronchiolitis Score of Sant Joan de Déu (BROSJOD) and Wood-Downes-Ferrés score (WDF); three studies used the Global Respiratory Severity Score (GRSS). The Bronchiolitis Severity Score (BSS), Escala de Severidad de la Bronquiolitis Aguda (ESBA), Freire model, modified Respiratory Index Score (mRIS), and modified modified Wood’s clinical asthma score (mWCAS) were each used in two studies. The remaining 21 scores were only evaluated once. Although Raita et al. [42] claimed to use the Freire model – a model developed by Freire et al. [30] - they excluded one of the parameters included in the original Freire model, so we considered it as a separate score and referred to it as the modified Freire model (mFreire).

Most commonly discriminative validity was assessed (n=24). Sixteen studies assessed convergent validity and 4 criterion-concurrent validity.

Seven papers used data from Spain, five from the United States, four from Israel, two each from Australia, France, Singapore and Turkey and one each from Canada, Colombia, Egypt, India, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Portugal,
and the United Kingdom. The vast majority of the included data were from high-income countries (n=28); only three studies used data from upper middle-income countries (Turkey [n=2] & Colombia), and two from a lower middle-income country (Egypt, India). No included papers used data from any low-income country.

Severity score components

For 27 of the scores, we were able to identify the parameters used; however, we were unable to identify all of the parameters used in the four machine learning models proposed by Raita et al. [42] – the authors only mention the 15 most important predictors. There was significant variation in the parameters used by each severity score model.

After grouping synonymous terms (e.g. respiratory rate & respiratory frequency), 52 unique parameters were included in the scores (see Supplementary Table 3).

The mean number of parameters in each score was 5 (range 3-10). Most commonly included was respiratory rate (n=21); the next most common parameters included retractions (n=13), oxygen saturation (n=12), wheezing (n=11), and heart rate (n=6). The majority of parameters were used ≤3 times (n=41).

Discriminative Validity

Twenty-four of the studies assessed the discriminative validity of the scores, mostly by assessing their ability to discriminate between those discharged or admitted to the hospital, and between those admitted to the paediatric intensive care unit (PICU) and those hospitalised but not admitted to the PICU. The WBSS and BROSJOD were assessed in five papers, the WDF and mTal score in three papers, and the WDF, ESBA, Freire GRSS, mRIS and mWCAS in two papers; the remaining 14 scores were only evaluated once.

Anıl et al. [20] reported that hospitalised patients had significantly higher WBSS than those discharged, as assessed by an odds ratio (OR). There were significant differences between those classified as mild, moderate and severe (according to the WBSS) and a control group, for the pulse rate, respiratory rate and oxygen saturation. They also reported significant differences in the pH & pCO₂ between those with a severe WBSS score compared to the control, and mild & moderate bronchiolitis severity group. De Rose et al. [26] reported high discriminative validity of the WBSS, as assessed by the AUROC, at predicting the need for respiratory support. They additionally reported statistically significant higher median WBSS in those needing respiratory support, and those on nasal continuous positive airway pressure versus those on high-flow nasal cannula. Kubota et al. [37] found that the WBSS had a
moderate discriminative validity at differentiating among those hospitalised who required respiratory support. They
additionally reported that the median WBSS score among those hospitalised who required respiratory support was
modestly statistically significantly higher. Jacob et al. [35] reported that the WBSS was moderately associated with
nasogastric tube feeding according to its OR, but this result was not statistically significant (i.e. p>0.01). They also
reported that the WBSS did not significantly predict desaturation days during hospitalisation. Somech et al. [49]
reported statistically significant differences in the mean WBSS among those who were ambulatory, hospitalised and
admitted to the PICU.

Balaguer et al. [21] found that the BROSJOD score had a moderate validity, as assessed by its volume under the
surface (VUS), at discriminating by expert classification at admission, and a high validity after 24 and 48 hours. They
also found statistically significant associations between the score & hospital length of stay (LOS), PICU LOS and
need for invasive mechanical ventilation; however, they found no association with need for non-invasive ventilation.
Broadly consistent with these findings, Ricart et al. [44] found large statistically significant differences in the mean
LOS, days of oxygen therapy, days of nasogastric tube feeding and maximum mean fraction of inspired oxygen
among those with a more severe BROSJOD score. There were also large statistically significant differences in
the percentage of those with a more severe BROSJOD score who were admitted to the PICU or required
ventilation. Also, Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al. [46] reported that the BROSJOD score had a moderate ability at
discriminating by need for respiratory support, but did not significantly correlate with PICU admission. Granda et al.
[34] reported that the BROSJOD score had moderate ability at predicting of any admission, need for supplemental
oxygen, PICU admission within the next 48 hours or death.

Bueno-Campaña et al. [22] found that a high WDF was moderately correlated with the need for respiratory support
as assessed by its relative risk. Granda et al. [34] found the WDF to have a moderate discriminative ability for
predicting for a range of relevant outcomes. Similarly, Rivas-Juesas et al. [45] reported that the WDF & ESBA at
admission both had a moderate ability at discriminating between those classified as severe and non-severe. They also
found the mean WDF & ESBA score at admission in the severe and non-severe group to be statistically significantly
higher. However, Ramos-Fernández et al. [43] reported that the ESBA score at admission only had a poor ability at
discriminating by admission to the PICU, but that the highest ESBA was highly discriminative.

Caserta et al. [23] reported a high discriminative validity of the GRSS, as assessed by its AUROC, at predicting
admission and similar results when a sub-group analysis was conducted in those ≤3 & 3-10 months. Unfortunately,
however, they didn’t report the CIs. They also found statistically significant difference in mean GRSS among those admitted to the PICU and those hospitalised but not admitted to the PICU. When externally validated by Kubota et al. [37], they found that the GRSS (as well as the WBSS) had a moderate discriminative validity at differentiating among those hospitalised who required respiratory support. They additionally reported that the median GRSS (and WBSS) score among those hospitalised who required respiratory support was modestly statistically significantly higher. Similarly, De Rose et al. [26] reported a strong discriminative validity of the GRSS at predicting the need for respiratory support; however they also found that the median GRSS of those needing nasal continuous positive airway pressure versus high-flow nasal cannula were statistically insignificant.

McCallum et al. [39] reported the mTal had a low-moderate discriminative ability as measured by the point estimate of the AUROC at predicting oxygen need at 12 hours and 24 hours; however, the confidence intervals (CIs) of the AUROCs are so wide, we ignored their results. When externally validated by Golan-Tripto et al. [33] it was found that it had overall a moderate discriminative validity at differentiating based on need for oxygen support and hospital LOS ≥72 hours. Notably, the discriminative validity for oxygen support (but not hospital LOS) was statistically significantly higher among those with greater experience. Similarly Granda et al. [34] found mTal to have a moderate ability for predicting for a range of relevant outcomes.

Chong et al. [24] reported that the mRIS, a modified version of the Tal score (albeit different from the modified Tal score [mTal]) had a fair ability at discriminating between those who required non-invasive respiratory support, but a poor ability at discriminating by admission, intravenous hydration and LOS ≥ 2 days. Another publication [25] using a subset of the same dataset similarly reported a poor ability of the mRIS at discriminating by admission.

Freire et al. [30] reported that their model had a moderate ability at discriminating among those hospitalised who required escalated care and those who didn’t; the performance was similar when internally validated using bootstrap validation. External validation by Granda et al. [34] similarly found moderate ability of the Freire’s for predicting for a range of relevant outcomes. When a modified version of Freire’s model was evaluated by Raita et al. [42], it was found to have a low ability at discriminating by positive pressure ventilation and intensive treatment use. Raita et al. [42] also reported validity data for the 4 machine learning models they developed; all of the models had moderate discriminative ability at discriminating by positive pressure ventilation use and intensive treatment use.
Duarte-Dorado et al. [28] reported statistically significant, albeit modest, differences in median mWCAS among patients at admission and discharge, and those hospitalised who required admission to the PICU. Granta et al. [34] reported that the mWCAS, as assessed by AUROC, had a moderate ability at differentiating for a range of relevant outcomes.

Abbate et al. [18] reported a statistically significant weak correlation between the Modified Wang Bronchiolitis Severity Score and LOS. Amat et al. [19] reported that the Wainwright severity score on admission had a moderate association with hospitalisation (assessed using an unadjusted OR) and that those admitted to the PICU had a statistically significantly higher severity score compared to those hospitalised but not admitted to the PICU.

Univariate analysis also identified a correlation with need for intensive care (but the magnitude was not reported) but not with LOS. De Rose et al. [26] reported a strong discriminative validity of the KRS at predicting the need for respiratory support. Destino et al. [28] reported a low discriminative ability, as assessed by its AUROC, for the Children's Hospital of Wisconsin Respiratory score (CHWRS) and RDAI at predicting admission. Garcia-Mauriño et al. [32] reported fair discriminative validity of the Clinical Disease Severity Score (CDSS) at predicting admission, need for oxygen, need for positive pressure ventilation and, PICU admission. Granda et al. [34] reported that the RSS, RCS, RS, and BRAS had moderate ability at differentiating for a range of outcomes with no significant difference between the different scores. Krishna et al. [36] reported a statistically significant association between the BSS and the type of respiratory support as well as significant differences in the heart rate and oxygen saturation between those classified as mild or moderate based on the BSS score. Özkaya et al. [41] reported that mBSS, a modified version of the WBSS, was moderately associated with admission, as assessed by the AUROC.

Convergent Validity

17 studies assessed convergent validity; only the mTal, BROSJOD, WBSS & GRSS score were assessed more than once.

El Basha et al. [29] found a strong correlation, as measured by the Spearman’s correlation coefficient, between the mTal & the duration of oxygen therapy; the correlation was statistically significantly stronger in term infants compared to pre-term infants. Golan-Tripto et al. [33] found the mTal to moderately correlate with duration of oxygen therapy, and hospital LOS, but also reported significant variation by clinical severity. However, McCallum et al. [39] reported only a weak correlation between the mTal score and hospital LOS.
Anıl et al. [20] reported that WBSS moderately correlated with hospital LOS whereas DeRose et al. [26] reported only a very weak correlation between WBSS (as well as KRS) and LOS. Jacob et al. [35] reported that the WBSS was the greatest predictor of hospital LOS however a quantitative measure of its predective ability was not reported; regardless this finding was overall insignificant (i.e. p>0.01).

Caserta et al. [22] found the GRSS to be moderately correlated with hospital LOS whereas DeRose et al. [26] found them to be very weakly correlated.

Balaguer et al. [21] also reported that Wood Downe’s score strongly correlated with the BROSJOD score at admission, 24 hours and 48 hours. They also reported that it significantly correlated with hospital and PICU LOS although the magnitude was not reported. Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al. [46] found the BROSJOD score to be moderately correlated with hospital LOS and duration of respiratory support, but to not correlate with PICU LOS.

Abbate et al. [18] reported a significant weak correlation coefficient between the Modified Wang Bronchiolitis Severity Score and LOS. Amat et al. [19] reported that the initial Wainwright severity score was not significantly correlated with hospital LOS on univariate analysis. Destino et al. [27] found both the CHWRS & RDAI at admission to not correlate with LOS. Duarte-Dorado et al. [28] found the mWCAS and Tal score to be strongly correlated at both admission and discharge. Marguet et al. [38] found the CAS to be only weakly correlated with hospital LOS. Rivas-Juesas et al. [45] found the ESBA & WDF scores to be weakly correlated with each other. Siraj et al. [48] reported that the BSS was not correlated with hospital LOS, weight-adjusted high-flow nasal canula flow rate or duration of high-flow nasal canula therapy. McGinley et al. [40] reported that the ReSVinet score was positively correlated with PICU admission, mechanical ventilation, hospitalization and respiratory support requirement; however did not numerically report the magnitude of the association.

Criterion-concurrent Validity

Only 4 studies assessed criterion-concurrent validity. Balaguer et al. [21] reported a strong correlation, unusually assessed via the Kappa index, between the BROSJOD score & expert opinion at admission, 24 hours and 48 hours. Gal et al. [31] reported that the mRDAI was correlated with PtcCO₂; this correlation remained after controlling for PvCO₂ and weight. Shete et al. [47] reported the mTal score to be strongly correlated with oxygen saturation.
Krishna et al. [36] reported that the BSS was significantly associated with the Lung Ultrasound Score but did not report the magnitude.

**TRIPOD: Quality of reporting**

The quality of reporting of the included papers, as assessed by the TRIPOD score of the included articles, was poor; the mean TRIPOD score was 52% (see Supplementary Table 2 for overall TRIPOD scores, and Annex 2 for detailed TRIPOD scores). The reporting of model calibration, information around missing data, and summary characteristics of candidate predictors/score parameters was particularly poor.

**PROBAST: Risk of Bias & Applicability**

The overall risk of bias & applicability classifications, as assessed using the PROBAST framework, for each included paper is listed in Supplementary Table 4 (see Annex 3 for detailed PROBAST scores). All of the included papers had either serious methodological issues, most commonly in their analysis, or a poor quality of reporting so that a judgement of the quality couldn’t be made. The major methodological issues were small sample sizes, specifically with the datasets including few participants with the outcomes being predicted for, and as noted above, lack of sufficient reporting of calibration measures, quantity of missing data and, procedures for missing data.
Discussion

We identified 31 unique scores from 32 articles and found that none of the identified scores were sufficiently validated. Across all three domains, the most promising score was the BROSJOD score, however it does require further validation. The mTal score was the next best validated score. It is relevant to note the high degree of similarity in the parameters in these two scores. The methodological quality of all the included studies and the quality of reporting, systematically assessed using the PROBAST and TRIPOD checklists, respectively, was poor. The most commonly used score, the RDAI score, had very weak discriminative ability (borderline poor) and only weak convergent-criterion validity; we do not recommend further effort being taken to validate this score or its use.

Our finding that there is no sufficiently validated score is consistent with all of the previous reviews. The most promising scores we identified, namely BROSJOD & mTal, were similarly identified by Hakizimana et al. [7]; they, however, also concluded that the Tal score and the Liverpool Infant Bronchiolitis Severity Score (LIBSS) (see below) were promising. In comparison to Bekhof, Reimink and Brand’s [3], and Rodríguez-Martínez, Sossa-Briceño and Nino’s [6] review we included far fewer papers (and scores); the former included 60 articles (36 scores) and latter included 77 articles (32 scores) whereas, as mentioned above, we included 31 articles (32 scores). This was primarily due to our more stringent inclusion criteria and our specific focus only on validity data rather than data reporting on the responsiveness, usability or reliability of the scores. In contrast, however, we included more than three times the number of papers included by Hakizimana et al.’s rapid review [7] and Luarte-Martínez et al.’s systematic review [5]. Our findings on the geographic distribution of the data sources used to validate these scores concurs with the findings of Hakizimana et al. [7], namely that the vast majority of these validation efforts were conducted in high-income countries. However, the best validated scores identified above seem feasible to implement in low-resources settings.

During the course of our searches, an additional promising score the LIBSS was identified, but unfortunately no studies evaluating its validity met our inclusion criteria. The LIBSS was developed as a part of a PhD dissertation based on a comprehensive literature review, consultations with stakeholders, Delphi exercise and usability assessment, and then subsequently validated in a multicentre (n=11) prospective cohort study but no peer-reviewed full-text article reporting on the results of the validation study was identified [50].
There are some limitations of this review. The major limitations of our review were the restriction of included papers to only those published in English and not searching the grey literature; this likely means that some relevant papers may not have been included.

Further research is required to externally validate the BROSJOD, mTal, & LIBSS scores, ideally in low-income countries, and in primary care settings. The study designs should be guided by the PROBAST checklist or other similar tools, and report their findings in accordance with the TRIPOD checklist or other similar tools to ensure the studies are both well designed and communicated. Given that there are a number of promising scores, the scientific community should initially focus on validating or improving these scores and only, if necessary, work on proposing new scores. Additionally, ideally when assessing the validity of these scores, it would be useful if analyses were also done with a threshold on the time of the outcome assessment (e.g. discriminative validity of a score at predicting ICU admission within 24 hours of taking the score), as the course of the disease is not always linear and may lead to systematic underestimation or overestimation of the actual validity of the score.
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